
The Appetite Comes with the Creating



Our Story

®c-creative is comprised of a team of 
packaging specialists located at the heart 
of the thriving, dynamic production site of 
Colpac, a privately owned British company 
with a proud history of over 75 years of 
UK manufacturing, which has gained an 
international reputation as a leader in 
innovative food packaging solutions. 

®c-creative began life designing for the food service 
industry. We not only understand structural and 
graphic design itself, but also the wider context  
of print, materials, manufacturing techniques  
and practical implementation.

®c-creative’s unique 
positioning allows 
us the hands-on 

control of a project 
from beginning to 

completion.





Our Process

Your 
product

Samples 
construction

We work side by side with Colpac’s 
material and machinery experts, 
which enables us to provide 
comprehensive packaging 
solutions for a wide range of  
clients including those in the  
food service sector, food  
producers and retailers. 

We have an extensive archive verifying 
our ability to turn creative concepts into 
cost effective packaging that travels 
efficiently through varied manufacturing 
and finishing processes.



Market and packaging 
study to understand your 
specific requirements.

On-going cooperation 
between your and  
our team to find the 
right solution.

Delivery

Manufacture

• Study of the right material to use
• Cost effective Packaging solutions
• Shelf and warehouse saving space solutions
• Eco-friendly and/or sustainable  

packaging solutions

Logistic 
challenges

• Material
• Food

Testing
• Film and plate production
• Laser die making



Pod Bites

CASE HISTORY

BRIEF 
Pod bites approached 
®c-creative for a brand 

and packaging  
solution to launch  
a new product to  

the UK market. 

DEVELOPMENT 
Our team produced  

a number of constructions  
with bespoke window 

designs that effectively 
displayed the  
new product’s  

on-shelf visibility.

This is an example of a  
start-up company offering  
both chocolate and yoghurt  
covered Edamame beans.

Edamame beans have always been 
popular in Japanese Restaurants but 
no one had exploited the UK market 
in Dry Roasted Edamame.

Packaging Construction

Our Process

Graphic Design

Photography

Brand Development

Our Resources



BRANDING 
Our design team created 

a new brand that 
promoted the products 

healthy credentials whilst 
retaining the Japanese 
origins of the product.

SAMPLES 
The packaging  

construction was refined  
to take recyclability  
and stackability into 

consideration.

PRODUCTION 
After the launch, Pod 

bites were taken up by 
a number of high end 

retailers including Harvey 
Nichols, Selfridges  

and Harrods.

TM



WS Bentley

BRIEF 
WS Bentley were  

looking for a 
packaging solution 
which would make 
their product stand 

out on the shelf.

RESEARCH 
Our design team  
recognised that a  

paperboard construction 
would offer greater 

branding opportunities, as 
well as establish the brand 

as a premium product.

Packaging Construction

Our Process
WS Bentley wanted to launch 
their new brand of Micro 
Cress into supermarkets.

They required an innovative 
packaging solution for their Purple 
Radish and Garlic Chives products. 

Our Resources

CASE HISTORY
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DEVELOPMENT 
Our team worked on various 

concepts. A laminated 
board for moisture control 
was selected as essential  
for the environment that  

the packaging would  
be used in.

SAMPLES 
A modern construction 

maximises branding 
space and a profiled 

shape allows the  
cress to be seen  

on shelf.

PRODUCTION 
Following a successful 
launch, Purple Radish 

and Garlic Chives were 
the first 2 Micro Cress 

products to be stocked 
by ASDA and Booths.



Tesco

BRIEF 
Tesco wanted to  

portray a more rustic 
and homemade  

feeling to their  
product offering. 

DEVELOPMENT 
Our design team 

quickly identified that 
visibility, stackability and 
recyclability were all key 

features for the  
new packaging.

Our Process
We worked on a complete 
overhaul packaging solution 
for in-store bakeries.

Tesco has dedicated in-store 
bakery teams, baking and packing 
products all day, every day. The 
packaging was required to be 
efficient to store and handle.

Packaging Construction

Our Resources

CASE HISTORY



PRODUCTION 
The new rustic appearance 
of the pack, together with 
its cost-effectiveness, had 

an instant impact on sales in 
store and Tesco bought over 

52M in the first 12 months 
from the launch, confirming 
the success of the product.

SAMPLES 
Our designers created 
a range of just 4 packs 

(SKUs) suitable for the vast 
range of Tesco’s bakery 

products, thus enhancing 
efficiency all the way 

through the buying and 
stocking cycle.

CONCEPTS 
Our packaging expert team 
understood very early on in 

the project that a paperboard 
base, with a grease resistant 

coating, a plastic lid and 
a unique patented locking 
feature would give the best  

packaging solution.



Biglands

BRIEF 
To create a new 

brand for Biglands 
Bakery’s range of 

sandwiches. 

CONCEPTS 
Our internal design team 

presented 6 concepts  
to reinforce the brand 
value of “Fresh, Local  

and Handmade”.

Our Process
Biglands Bakery approached 
us to create a new brand for 
their range of sandwiches 
which would portray a very 
fresh look and enhance the 
use of local ingredients. 
The branding was designed to 
extend across a range of other 
products such as salads, wraps, 
panini, fruit pots, toasties, etc.

Graphic Design

Brand Development

Our Resources
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PRODUCTION 
We produced the initial 
run for sandwich packs 
and platters, internally 
in our factory, and the 

Artisarni brand was 
successfully launched  

in September 2015.

SAMPLES 
The design team, 

carefully selected specific 
paperboard samples to 
complement the design, 

giving the final packaging,  
a quality handmade  

finish as requested from  
our customer.

BRANDING 
For the chosen brand, 

Artisarni, we proposed a 
new logo and ingredient 
specific labels to feature 

on the packaging to 
enhance the product  

and branding.



Our Team
®c-creative’s marketing and digital team 
conduct extensive research to ensure that our 
designers are kept up to date with food market 
analysis and trends from around the world. 

The shared knowledge of the team enables us to 
reference technological, economic, environmental  
and social issues whilst developing exciting, creative 
designs of ever evolving food packaging.

The whole team is enthusiastic, diligent, and passionate 
about packaging design. It’s all in a day’s work to 
not only create packaging but to produce design 
prototypes for initial assessment, samples for  
test purposes (including shelf-life, transit, packing lines)  
as well as mock ups for photo shoots and exhibitions.

We look forward to working with you. 



Photography Sample 
Making

Market 
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Material  
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Design

Graphic Design  
/ Illustration

Brand 
Development

Web  
Design

Our Resources



Enterprise Way,
Maulden Road,
Flitwick, Bedfordshire,
MK45 5BW,
England, UK.

Tel: +44 (0) 1525 723 935
Fax: +44 (0) 1525 718 205
Email: info@c-creative.co.uk

www.c-creative.co.uk

is a division of


